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T    ,     , is a bright

illusion of origin: we gaze across time and space to witness an apparent
event, a seemingly founding moment. Of course, the disciplinary or stellar
body is in fact not new at all, rather the compression of diffuse molecular
clouds, first set in motion and now (that is to say, then), fused, for a time.
But such “founding” events inevitably attract our gaze, no matter how
often we have heard the well-founded cautions against teleologies and their
obverse. We seek evidence of our birth and hints of a future fate.
e organization whose establishment and history are considered here
arguably could be considered a precursor to the Association of Canadian
College and University Teachers of English (); it is indisputably
a counterpart to the Modern Language Association of America ().
Interestingly, however, its early years have more thorough documentation than the surprisingly scanty records of the sister organization to the
south.¹ e detailed minute books of the Modern Language Association
 While proceedings were published, no correspondence or other files exist
from the founding years of the  (according to former executive director
Phyllis Franklin, who has researched the organization [conversation with the
author]).
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of Ontario (), the many newspaper accounts of the annual meetings, its publications in educational journals and in pamphlet form, and
the information provided by reminiscences and archived personal papers
of some key members permit a reconstruction of this vital organization.²
What emerges is one narrative of the development of “English” in and
through the discipline of modern languages (a less-familiar disciplinary
story than that of the paradigmatic relationship of English to History, or of
the late nineteenth-century supplanting of classics by vernacular language
study). e  records also evidence a conscious, Canadian attempt to
bridge the seemingly divergent “specialized” and “general” (or “research”
and “liberal arts”) educational mandates which were elsewhere dividing
the North American academy by the twentieth-century’s turn (Radway
–).³ A secondary purpose of this essay is to catalogue the ’s
role as a clearinghouse for early literary-critical work in English Canada
and to make both the details and the extent of that scholarship visible
for others interested in Canadian disciplinary or intellectual history. A
bibliography of almost three hundred scholarly papers presented to the
, giving print locations where the item achieved publication and
précis of oral presentations when such information is available from the
minute books or other sources, accompanies this article: see “Papers and
Publications of the Modern Language Association of Ontario, to : A
Chronological Listing” on the English Studies in Canada website.

 e primary sources for the  are contained in the Ontario Educational

Association fonds, Modern Language Association of Ontario, Constitution,
membership, and minutes,  , Archives of Ontario. Other items, to be
cited separately below, are contained in various files for the Department of
Education (Ontario) including the Minister’s general correspondence files, also
Archives of Ontario. Also applicable are some of the D. R. Keys papers. Keys
Family fonds, , Baldwin Room, Toronto Reference Library. Also David Reid
Keys fonds, –, Library and Archives Canada, Ottawa. See also John
Squair’s Autobiography of a Teacher of French which details the organization’s
founding (–) and provides valuable background especially about systems
of examination. Items in educational journals and newspapers are numerous
and will be cited separately below. I am grateful to Andrea (Rotundo)Trevor
for locating newspaper accounts of  meetings.
 As Janice Radway has noted, the rise of specialized research universities in the
United States between  and  caused a recalibration in the colleges
as well, with educational “generalists” strengthening their own rationale and
insisting on the moral and even political relevance of the liberal arts in contradistinction to an emergent and newly technical body of knowledge and a highly
specialized academic discourse.
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e  and its records invite analysis from a number of perspectives.⁴ While much predated by other scholarly organizations (the Literary
and Historical Society of Quebec [] and the Canadian Institute [],
both still extant, for example), it appears to have been the first dedicated
disciplinary organization in Canada, reflecting the late-century move to
scholarly specialization. It was probably the first academic organization to
include women among its ranks, again a sign of the times of its foundation.
e group’s dogged lobbying of both the provincial education ministry and
the provincial university (the University of Toronto) means that its records
provide a window onto the history and politics of both bodies. Driving
their efforts was the perceived need to incorporate new developments in
modern languages scholarship and pedagogy into classroom materials
and methods. e  promoted in particular what was often called the
“modern method” or “natural method” in language instruction. However,
while educational historians, or disciplinary historians of French or German, could find much of interest in these records, the focus here will be on
the ’s role in the promotion of English studies in Canada (although
the other topics listed above will receive treatment in passing).
is essay will overview the ’s origins and development, consider
its role in defining “English” both with and against the modern languages,
and trace its promotion of a more expressly “literary” mode of scholarship. e time frame of this examination stretches from the founding of
the  to the point where it seemingly ceased to be a separate organization even in the eyes of its own members, although it would continue
for decades as a section within the Ontario Educational Association and
indeed could be considered extant even today as the Ontario Modern
Language Teachers’ Association. Equally as it is difficult to determine a
termination date for the organization in its first phase, it is challenging to
discern precise contours given its intensely embedded—even, academically incestuous—nature (at times like something conjured by a nineteenth-century David Lodge). Individual academics authored textbooks
and collections acting on  mandates, an  resolution could be
debated in the university senate by  members, and language instructors could find themselves passing resolutions about the very departments
of which they were the representatives. roughout this history, it is worth
bearing in mind a continuing reliance on annual meetings as a temporary
 To date, there has been little scholarship on the . See Patricia Jasen’s dis-

sertation on “e English Canadian Liberal Arts Curriculum,” and the sketch by
David Elder in A Century of Dialogue, the centenary publication of the Ontario
Modern Language Teachers’ Association.
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standing place outside of our own institutions, and as a fulcrum—or we
so hope—from which to shift the discipline.
e Ontario Teachers’ Association had been an active entity since
, and in its later formation, as the Ontario Educational Association
(–), functioned as a both a professional association and a broaderbased public interest group (to use a more modern term). It was devoted
to the cause of education in Ontario, and educators along with concerned
members of the general public could belong.⁵ While its expansive mandate
and membership provided a firm base for more than a hundred years of
effective policy work, the late nineteenth-century professionalization of
teaching, as well as the rise of new disciplinary specializations, created a
need for more focused forums as well. At the  summer meeting in ,
a smaller group met to consider the possibility of forming a society for
“those interested in Modern Language study” and sent a circular to potential members in the fall (Minutes Preliminary Meeting).⁶ Perhaps anxious
not to appear a splinter group, the organizers cited scheduling difficulties
as a reason for meeting independently of other teachers and devised an
ambitious agenda for a two-day meeting at the end of December.
at the  was able to find its feet so swiftly may be referred to
the pre-history of the organization and the prior discussions of which
its members were a part. As early as , the University of Toronto had
created a separate stream, Modern Languages with History, as part of its
reorganization of honours courses (Harris ). But dissatisfaction with
the university’s curriculum, with its matriculation examinations, and
with Department of Education rules and mandates had persisted and
proliferated throughout the ten-year period (exacerbated by the fact
that both the university and the department had separate and in some
respects incommensurate examination systems for those matriculating).
In response to both internal and external pressure, the university had
established a commission on the topic, chaired by the lecturer in German,
W. H. VanderSmissen, eventually reporting in . (at this modern
languages committee dealt with the “foreign” languages but not English
is a first sign of—what would become an ever-widening—disciplinary
 Ontario Educational Association fonds, , Archives of Ontario; also type-

script association history by John Dearness,  , series . ere is also a
published history by Edwin Guillet.
 Members of the founding group were J. H. Cameron, William Houston, J. M.
Hunter, E. J. McIntyre, John Squair, Charles Whetham, A. W. Wright, and A. H.
Young.
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schism.) e committee recommended a new program that would treat
modern languages study “as a branch of universal science in the highest
sense.” Not surprisingly, it also advocated for the “three underpaid lecturers, who are obliged to eke out their livings in other ways” and who would
be expected to carry the burden (VanderSmissen, “Modern Languages”
, ].) While there is no mention of the VanderSmissen commission
in the report of the informal  organizational meeting in , nor
in the minutes of the initiating convention later in that year, the timing
seems more than coincidental. All of the commission’s members save one
were among the ’s founders.⁷
It is also possible to see the  as an outgrowth of the Modern
Language Association (also known as the Modern Language Club) of
University College, which had been convening since the autumn of ,
with the lecturer in French, John Squair, as an early president.⁸ Within
a few months, the campus newspaper Varsity was noting a growth in
numbers due to the “practical character” of its meetings. Gathering each
Saturday afternoon, the members took up French, German, and English
in turn: “Besides readings, recitations, essays, and debates, there are
interesting conversational discussions of authors and topics connected
with the course of study, and critical examinations of works on the curriculum” (Varsity,  February , ). e club was a testing ground
for the new principles of language acquisition well before their curricular
adoption.⁹ at so many  members belonged or had belonged to the
college club again explains the rapidity with which the new organization
formed its principles.
e first meeting of the  was a two-day affair, conducted at the
 building of University College. (ese premises nicely emblematize
their simultaneous intimacy with, and critical distance from, that centre of

 e committee was chaired by VanderSmissen, Keys, Shaw, Squair, and colle-

giate teachers. George Shaw and W. H. Fraser were the members and consulted
with Professor Galbraith and William Houston (VanderSmissen, “Modern Languages” ). While Houston seems to have missed the  meeting, he was
present at the organizational meeting of ; only Galbraith was absent from
the association.
 Varsity regularly reported on the club; clippings on the organization are also on
microfilm in  ---, Archives of Ontario. For the later active involvement of W. H. Fraser, see Kuitenen and Molinaro (–).
 e organization’s principles reflect those of John Squair, most economically
expressed in his lengthy published address to the Club, “Importance of Modern
Language Study.”
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modern languages instruction).10 More than twenty-five people responded
to the invitation, including several women (despite the “Dear Sir” of the
circular’s salutation), and they promptly got down to business for a marathon twelve-hour opening day, developing a streamlined constitution and
rules before hearing, and discussing, four papers on modern languages
teaching methods. e next day commenced with an honorary address
by university president Daniel Wilson, followed by a consideration of
the current examination system and a paper on “English and Grammar.”
Given the organization’s pre-history and its membership, it was natural
that this organization should be strongly reformist from its beginnings.
It was predictable, too, that its efforts would be immediately directed to
modern languages at Toronto, especially given the university’s importance in training teachers and in setting standards, teaching materials, and
examinations. at the association’s efforts were not solely local, however,
is indicated by the successful motion of W. H. Fraser at the opening meeting: “at in the opinion of this Association, much might be done for the
improvement of Modern Language study in our secondary schools by a
readjustment of the scale of values assigned to the subjects of English,
French, German, History and Geography at the Matriculation Examination of the Provincial University” (Minutes,  December ). In effect,
to “adjust” the placement of the modern languages would be to overhaul
the secondary and tertiary liberal arts curricula.
Any aficionado of early English studies or of cultural reform in Canada
would immediately recognize many of these founding members. Daniel
Wilson, the first chair of English and History at Toronto, was made an
honorary member, as was school inspector John Seath (who would in 
be an unsuccessful applicant for the chair of English at Toronto eventually
awarded to W. J. Alexander). W. H. VanderSmissen, elected the ’s
first president, was lecturer (and later professor) of German at University
College. Squair, his counterpart in French, was also a member, as was the
perennially overworked D. R. Keys, who covered a number of language
and literature courses. (He, too, would compete for the English chair.)¹¹
Among the collegiate teachers were several noteworthy names, all Toronto
graduates. A. W. Wright (a prominent member of the University College
“Lit” as a student) would go on to become the “Dean of Canadian News University College was the teaching institution of the University of Toronto and
thus effectively was the university until the federation of other colleges.
 On the career of David Keys—and the professorial life of his sister Florence
—see Murray, “Doubled Lives.”
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paper Editors” in later life. Eliza Balmer, one of the first female entrants
to the university, had won the modern languages award three years running. Andrew Stevenson, who had fought tirelessly for the admission of
women to the provincial university, remained progressive politically in
his later career as an educator. L. E. [Luther Edmund] Embree, principal
in his lifetime of a number of leading collegiates, would become probably
the most prolific writer on educational topics of late nineteenth-century
Canada. Last, and certainly not least, was the crusading William Houston, a perennial member of the university Senate and at this point the
librarian for the provincial legislature; he was another unsuccessful, but
high-profile, contender for the English chair.¹² It would be difficult to find
a group more embedded in the modern languages at Toronto and better
placed to challenge it.
In , in a twenty-five year retrospective, then-president A. H. Young
would describe the early organization as “militant”: “at the new organization was to be militant, and not by any means merely scientific or
aesthetical, is abundantly clear from Article II of the constitution, which
states that the object shall be ‘the promotion of the interests of the study
of Modern Languages in Ontario’ ” (Young, “e Association’s” ). e
promotional efforts were immediate, when the opening paper on “e
Status of Modern Language Study in Ontario” (presented by G. E. Shaw of
the Toronto Collegiate Institute) was followed by a resolution (communicated to the University registrar and senate) to give greater weight to the
subjects of modern languages, geography, and history in the matriculation
examinations. A criticism by Robert Balmer (then from Kingston Collegiate, and brother to Eliza) of the education department examinations
the following day resulted in a “memorial” to that department, arguing
that the examinations in French and German should be “assimilated in
character” to those of the provincial university (Minutes Preliminary
Meeting). (e committee sent to present this memorial to the Department of Education was audaciously charged with requesting funding for
the association.) In a closing resolution, also transmitted to the university
registrar, they requested that the honours course in Modern Languages be
“relieved of the Honor work in History and Ethnology” which had accrued
to it in the curricular organization of  (and which reflected, as much
as anything, the conjoint skills of the polymathic Daniel Wilson). On the
second day of the meeting, a telegram was read to the assembly. rough
 Biographical information for these and other Toronto alumni/ae are found in

Graduate Records, -, University of Toronto Archives, as well as a more
recent accession of graduate records, -.
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its president Professor Franklin Carter, the Modern Language Association
of America—engaged in its own meetings in Baltimore—sent “greetings
and best wishes to the Modern Language Association now assembling at
Toronto.” Charles Whetham, a University College graduate who had also
taught there for a year as a lecturer upon his graduation in  and who
would return to teach at Upper Canada College, appears to have been
studying in Baltimore at the time. It is plausible that he informed the 
of the new organization.¹³
e format established at the initial meeting would serve the organization well for its first years. Papers were scheduled for one hour, to allow
time for discussion, and presenters appear to have honoured this stricture,
judging from the lists of discussants for each session as recorded in the
minute books. (To increase the opportunities for discussion, additional
formats would soon emerge. Members, sometimes in tandem or teams,
would be responsible for introducing a topic, and for several years a “question box” was maintained from which slips could be drawn at random.)
Issues of concern to modern languages teachers were introduced during
the opening meeting (or would arise during the course of paper discussion). Small ad hoc subcommittees were then struck, to recommend back
to the members at the closing session; accepted recommendations were
then communicated to the appropriate bodies either by the secretary or
by personal delegation. e two-day  meeting, held at the Canadian
Institute on Richmond Street in Toronto, for example, involved some
nine papers, with James Hunter’s criticism of textbooks being followed
by the establishment of a committee to develop a French textbook for
the first form (with any resultant royalties going to the association), and
a circular was sent to teachers of French and German asking them to
recommend texts for the junior and senior matriculation examinations.
e association’s early role in contributing to the professionalization of
Ontario teachers is shown by ensuing resolutions, that textbooks should
be subjected to trial and approval by practicing teachers—rather than
being imposed by the ministry—and that teachers with the sanction of
their local trustees be permitted to use any texts they deemed suitable.¹⁴
 During the appointment controversy for the chair of English, Whetham signed
his letters to the press “Baltimore.” e poor state of  records and the fact
that the  transcribed received correspondence only in the first years
means that relations between the two bodies cannot be reconstructed. e
 did make two unsuccessful attempts to have the  hold its annual
meeting in Toronto.
 e first of these resolutions failed initially. Perhaps the university professors
who designed such texts were protecting their prerogatives?
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e ’s involvement in the modernizing of language study is indicated
by a further resolution—arising from W. H. Fraser’s paper on “e Ear
and Eye in Modern Language Teaching”—that the university examiners
“test all candidates presenting themselves in Toronto in dictation and oral
exercises” in addition to parsing, translation, and knowledge of literary
history. Despite the association’s critical stance, Daniel Wilson was made
the ’s honorary president in that year and John Seath its president.
Clearly, the endeavours of these literary and linguistics reformers were
taken often (if not always) as friendly amendments by the governing bodies. An attendance of  at this second meeting also showed that the 
had found a receptive audience.¹⁵
e press of the day had displayed little interest in the first two meetings of the . In contrast, the  meeting (slightly deferred, for
unexplained reasons, to the beginning of January) was accompanied by
a flurry of coverage as the Empire, Evening Telegram, Globe, and Toronto
Mail reported the doings of these “Learned Linguists” and in some cases
provided detailed précis of the papers.¹⁶ Perhaps the organization had
earned a stronger public profile after two years of work, perhaps (as was
common to the day) they were taking the initiative in forwarding their
own minutes to the press, but there must also have been a spillover from
the intense attention generated by the search for a first Chair of English at
Toronto and the application process extending through the winter months.
(Should the appointee be a philologist, aesthete, or Arnoldian? A “native”
son or Oxford man? Was the competition rigged by banking interests?)¹⁷
Essays, editorials, and letters to the editor argued the merits and demerits
of the candidates until (and even after) the appointment of W. J. Alexander
was announced at the end of January.
us the detailed coverage of the  in early  can be read in
parallel to the appointment controversy, just as the proceedings themselves should be entered into the narrative of the hire. In the era before
the “job talk,” all three of the leading local applicants—William Houston,
 A Globe report ( December : ) somewhat misleadingly titled “Modern
Language Club,” gives this attendance figure.

 See Empire,  January : ; Evening Telegram,  January : , ; Globe, 

January : ; Globe,  January : ; Mail,  January :; Mail,  January : ; Mail,  January : . Dr. Anna Sonser found these earlier items;
the rest of the  newspaper coverage has been researched by Andrea
(Rotundo) Trevor.
 e controversy and public discussion are detailed in Murray, “e Appointment of W. J. Alexander.”
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D. R. Keys, and John Seath—gave  papers designed to display their
propensities and strengths. Houston, focused as always on the training role
of the university, gave two separate talks, criticizing the examinations in
one and arguing for broadly-based rhetorical teaching (including oratory)
and the study of living authors in the high schools. Keys, Leipsig-trained,
displayed his credentials as a philologist by discussing “e Influence of
the Scandinavian Languages on English,” while Seath, the professional
educator, argued for the placing of the modern languages (along with
history and sciences) at the curricular core. (e Mail was clearly for him,
judging from the length with which his paper was reported and by a later
editorial enthusing that he presented “the case of the reformers so ably and
so forcibly” that the paper should be published in an education journal to
permit perusal throughout the province [ January , ].) In this garden
of forking disciplinary paths, the road that could (and would) be taken was
(perhaps not accidentally) signaled by Professor MacGillivray of Queen’s,
whose paper on the state-of-the-art in Romance philology and on the new
“German” methods of study described precisely the sorts of training that
Alexander had received at Heidelberg and at Johns Hopkins. If that was
the new, Daniel Wilson’s address on “History as Embodied in Language”
(titled somewhat misleadingly in the Mail as “Modern Languages”) was
the old, working from the ethnohistorical premises that had served the
aging scholar well for decades. In the year of contretemps, even this venerable paper was not safe: a few concluding comments on “slovenliness” in
Canadian English, reported or misreported in the press—“e Canadian’s
Remissness in the Use of ‘Shall’ and ‘Will’ ” according to the Globe’s headline [ January , ]—generated angry retorts and necessitated some
published clarification by Wilson, in an article published in e Canada
Educational Monthly in the spring (“English at Junior Matriculation”). e
minutes do not suggest that Wilson’s address was considered particularly
controversial at the meeting. e public outcry may simply have reflected
a more general suspicion that the Scots-born university president was
prejudiced against things Canadian—and especially Canadian applicants.
And the appointment process would have created difficulties for more
than the university president. ere must have been fine diplomatic arts
involved as  members decided which applicant to back through
“testimonials” or letters of support.¹⁸
  members Robert Balmer, Chamberlain, Dales, Fraser, Gibbard, Hunter,

Reynar, Squair, VanderSmissen, and Whetham were among the supporters of
Keys. Letters of reference are in series I, Keys family fonds, Baldwin Room,
Toronto Reference Library.
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While minds must have strayed to the appointment question during
the early days of , the assembled members attended to eight additional
scholarly papers (including the first to be presented by a woman, one H.
Charles, a teacher from Goderich) and tended to their responsibilities
with a cascade of resolutions during the three-day convention at the Canadian Institute. ey resolved to weight modern languages more heavily
in the matriculation examination, to demand either French or German
of all matriculants, and to raise the pass standard. ey advocated that
English be required of all first and second-year students at Toronto, that
History and Ethnology be removed from the Modern Languages, and
that the Modern Languages be separated into “Romance” and “Teutonic”
streams. ey communicated these advancements to the university registrar, who already may have wearied of  resolutions, judging by his
terse reaction to some of the preceding year’s innovations. (It should be
noted that several of these resolutions are repetitions of ones from :
this group could strategize, but it could also hammer.) ey established
a subcommittee to compile suitable selections for textbooks, demanded
the inclusion of “unseen passages” in both university and departmental
examinations, and again argued that the two sets of examinations should
be aligned. e education minister appears to have been more open to the
’s initiatives, especially in the matter of textbooks. ese suggestions
were “deserving of great weight,” George Ross diplomatically remarked
to that year’s meeting. Indeed, he noted, one resolution had already
been anticipated by the recent publication of e High School German
Grammar (later known as e Ontario High School German Grammar)
by Fraser and VanderSmissen earlier in the year. e German grammar,
in its various editions, would be authorized for use in Ontario until 
and be widely used throughout Canada; it was soon followed by Fraser
and Squair’s e High School French Reader () and e High School
French Grammar (), along with other teaching texts. e  and
its members remained central to the development of pedagogic materials
in the modern languages during this period.
While some of its innovations received a ready acceptance (the introduction of examination sight passages for example), other areas would
provide difficult or impossible to change: testing of oral competency in
the provincial examination system would take another seventy years to be
introduced. Nonetheless, the  appears to have been signally successful in shifting pedagogic practices in modern language teaching. When it
commenced its work in the mid-s, there was significant opposition
to the so-called “natural method.” While the practices of parsing, memoAdjusting the Scale | 

rization, and drills were far from over, the  had adjusted the scale of
values, de-emphasizing formal grammar and second-hand literary history
and adding oral competency, and literary appreciation, to the balance.¹⁹
What of the  as an organization for teachers and professors of
English? How did the  contribute to the development of “English”
pedagogy and scholarship from its inception until the period just after
the First World War? Since English was in a restless disciplinary relationship to the Modern Languages during this period (sometimes separated,
sometimes subsumed), and since many of the ’s resolutions were
aimed at improvements in second-language teaching, such answers need
to be teased out from the minutes and associated records. Further, if the
narrative of the second languages component of the  is in many
respects a linear one, the English component must be envisaged as transverse, both linear and lateral. rough this thirty-year period, for reasons
simultaneously scholarly, pedagogic, and institutional, “English” would
first rise within the  and then, over the next ten years, would gravitate across the Ontario Educational Association, from the  section
to the emergent “English and History” section.
To continue the  history, then, from its  meeting in the
opening week of  but with a more restricted focus: in its first three
years the  had been able to advocate for the modern languages in
ways that suited both instructors of French and German and teachers of
English. (Indeed, the term “natural method” had undertaken an interesting
sideways slide. In his inaugural address to the university, W. J. Alexander
had used the term to describe the reasonable organization of an English
curriculum, with students studying first the works themselves, then literary history, with criticism reserved for a final stage of study [Alexander,
“e Study of Literature”].) e need for modernization of languages and
literary study was equally sensed, and students in all the language disciplines complained about parsing, etymological exercises, rote work, and
the assignment of dry surveys. e need to interest students through contemporary authors was widely shared, as was the attitude to languages as
“living.” ere were common complaints about departmental and matriculation examinations that were variable in standards and incompatible in
 ese pedagogic developments were not maintained without effort, however.

Most notably, in  A. F. B. Clark wrote a three-part proposal for “e Rehabilitation of the Modern Languages,” suggesting that oral instruction and
linguistic study be more or less dropped and envisioning modern languages
as a vernacular version of “Greats.” University Monthly throughout  was
full of rebuttals.
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their mandates. Most, if not all,  members were Toronto alumni/ae,
committed to their alma mater and to changing it. And while 
members for the most part advocated a “higher” form of study based on
recent research and emergent paradigms, they also (and it is not contradictory) shared an idealist faith in the power of literature and languages
to make their students whole. ese shared premises did not preclude
dispute, however, as the many discussants of papers and discussion topics attest, and the gloves could sometimes come off in print, as with the
ever-combatant William Houston’s snappish response in  to Professor
James Cappon’s views, which he considered incognizant of the realities
of the crowded high-school timetable (Cappon “Subjects and Methods”;
Houston “e Proposed English”). (And the disputes could be intellectual
as well as pragmatic: in response to the same paper, Strathroy Collegiate
instructor J. E. Wetherall rebutted Cappon’s conception of “ideality” and
made a case for the “higher criticism” in the secondary classroom [Wetherall “A Recent Criticism”].) Overall, however, there appears to have been
an initial convergence of interests.
But the “English” faction was emerging as a stronger presence within
the organization. In the first four years, papers on English topics composed
a quarter of the whole, but the ratio would rise so that by the late s
papers on English and on modern languages were roughly balanced. e
appointment of a dedicated professor of English at Toronto may have
been a contributing factor. W. J. Alexander spoke at the  meeting,
soon after his arrival in Toronto, although his subject was tendencies in
philological research more generally. James Cappon, newly appointed to
the similar chair at Queen’s, presented his influential views on “Subjects
and Methods in the Teaching of English” which reached a wider audience
through publication in the Canada Educational Monthly, and both D. R.
Keys and L. E. Embree (then of Parkdale Collegiate Institute, Toronto)
argued for a more central curricular position for English. In the next year,
Alexander described the new English curriculum at Toronto (among the
noteworthy initiatives of this Browning scholar was the introduction of
the study of contemporary authors, especially in the honours program),
while teacher (and soon-to-be president) George Chase and William
Houston advocated new methods in the teaching of English composition
and Keys described how students should be taught the proper pronunciation of Chaucer, as reconstructed by the philologist A. J. Ellis. Keys’s
paper, Alexander’s philological address, and a further philological offering
by A. F. Chamberlain (a fellow in French and German and a distinguished
expert on French-Canadian dialects, who would soon take up the chair
Adjusting the Scale | 
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of Anthropology at Clark) all mark a considerable raising of the scholarly
tone of the organization, as do the invitations to two Queen’s professors (MacGillivray and Cappon) in as many years. While the distinction
between “scholarship” and “pedagogy” might have been challenged by
these teachers keen to learn the latest methods, the scholarly lead was
being taken by the university instructors, especially in the decade after
the association’s founding.
e academic tone and the emergent critical tendencies of the organization were noted with some ambivalence by the anonymous sophisticate
commenting on the  meeting for Bystander:
e Modern Language Association had a very successful meeting to which interest was added by the presence of the two
new occupants of our chairs of literature, Professors Alexander and Cappon, who promise to give fresh life to that study.
A paper on Comparative Philology read by Mr. Chamberlain
made us feel that since men who are now fifty went to school
a new science has grown up and is bearing fruit not only for
the historian but for the philosopher, the theologian, and all
those whose study is Man. With regard to the critical and
scientific study of literature it was rather aptly remarked that
the country in which English was studied least was that in
which English literature had been produced. We are in some
danger of making rules for seeing the glory of the sunset and
the sweetness of the rose. Alexandrian criticism came when
Athenian production had departed. But there is a middle path
which our professors will no doubt keep. As to style, we should
almost despair of cultivating it by rule or system. To imitate
the style of a great writer would be like imitating Jupiter’s nod.
All that most of us can do in the way of style, or ought to aim
at doing, beyond grammatical correctness, is to know exactly
what we mean to say, to say it, and have done with it. e best
school of pure and graceful English is the society of those who
speak it, as the golden road to perfect mastery of Italian is to
be born a Tuscan. (“Modern Language Association”)
Striking an aesthetic pose, the writer of the Bystander piece shows a
doubled attitude to the new “higher” study. Welcoming its modernity and
relevance, the writer also cautions that a tendency to over-systematization
may simply lead to new strictures on criticism and composition.
Especially in the earlier years of the association, however, this “higher”
scholarly inclination was strongly harnessed to the pedagogic mandate
of the English group, most importantly in its efforts to develop a more
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expressly “literary” study and to introduce newer authors to the curriculum. It drew up suggested “New Series of Selections” for high schools and
collegiates and developed proposals for textbooks, while a number of its
members (W. J. Alexander, foremost, but also collegiate instructors such as
J. E. Wetherell and Gertrude Lawton) would go on to produce critical editions for classroom use.²⁰ However, none of these materials would achieve
the widespread implementation of the Squair, Fraser, and VanderSmissen
French and German texts.
e  was thriving, but it was facing the usual logistical difficulties of free-standing scholarly organizations and perhaps sensing its distance from teachers in other disciplines. As early as the third meeting, it
had resolved to “communicate its proceedings” to the Ontario Teachers’
Association and to prepare a prospectus about its goals. When the 
skipped its annual convention in , it was in order to reschedule to the
meeting time of the larger organization for the spring of . is group
would in turn reorganize as the Ontario Educational Association, meeting
for the first time under that name the following year. While educators and
educational supporters of many stripes had belonged to the (somewhat
misleadingly named) Teachers’ Association, this move refocused the 
as a broad-based educational alliance of pedagogues, principals, policymakers, reformers, and do-gooders (even as the teachers were beginning
to organize separately into professional federations).²¹ It further allowed
the  to function as an umbrella for other organizations and to generate
its own more specialized “departments.”²² e  retained its original
nomenclature but was listed in the meeting programs as a “section” of the
 and maintained pride of place as the first association to affiliate, joined
soon after by groups such as the Classical Association and the Scientific
Association. us by the early s the  operated with the “congress”
 New Series of Selections for High Schools and Collegiate Institutes—Basis

of English Study in Two Lower Forms, microfilm reel  ,  --, ; A. W. Wright proposal for textbook, microfilm reel  , 
---, . Wetherell and Lawton developed editions of Tennyson and
Shakespeare respectively; Alexander was internationally known as an editor
and critic of Browning.
 e , like the , remained “Toronto-centric” despite its name and
held its conventions in the city with the exception of an early meeting at the
Chautauqua grounds at Niagara.
 e terms “department” and “section” seem to be used quite flexibly in both
the  and  minute books: the  was referred to sometimes as one
and sometimes as the other, even while it retained the original nomenclature
of “Association.”
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model familiar to Canadian academics today. While there were general
sessions, the specialized sections met in parallel at the spring  meetings, sometimes with the synergistic “joint” sessions again currently in use.
(e  met jointly with the Classical Association in  and again in
 and with the Historical Association in  and , for example.)
e sections’ and departments’ minutes, along with selected conference
papers, were published in the  annual Proceedings.
Although under the  umbrella, the  diverged in some significant respects. Based on her overview of the  of the late nineteenth
century, Nancy Christie has concluded that this new generation of (often,
male) teachers wished to thrust aside the role of moral guardian for the
position of “scientific” pedagogue and that they drew new justifications for
their work, and for their professional status, from developing sociological
and psychological discourses. is would not describe the  members
who, while convinced of the need for “higher” study and method, held in
the main an idealist inclination and insisted on the role of literature in the
moral and spiritual formation of their charges. ere is also, during this
period, an intellectual boldness or even iconoclasm in the  program:
Aletta Marty’s defense of naturalism in the program of , for example,
or Squair’s praise of the French symbolists on the same program, or, in
, the denunciation by pacifist Andrew Stevenson of the jingoism of
Kipling. And although the  did not elect its first woman president
(Aletta Marty) until , women appear to have played a more important
role in its proceedings than in the larger organization. At the  convention, the last for which there are membership lists, nine of the fortyseven enrolled  members were identifiably women (there would
of course have been more present) and four of the papers were given by
women (three of which presenters, focusing on the current examinations
in French and German, were immediately nominated to a subcommittee
for this perennial topic). Despite these differences, the broader benefits
of affiliation were apparent. e  had initially attempted to widen
its impact by placing selected conference papers in educational journals,
but it now had a less cumbersome way to publish both presentations and
minutes. e  also took advantage of the opportunity not only to
organize joint sessions but to invite speakers of general interest, including Canadian authors. What was an advantage at the time is a drawback
to the later historian. e possibility that (at least some) papers would
go to press meant that the association’s secretary ceased to provide the
detailed descriptions of papers featured in the early minutes and the minutes themselves became succinct and lacking in colour to meet the space
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constraints of the Proceedings. Further, as the number of  sections and
departments grew through the years, there would be room in print for a
diminishing number of  presentations.
But the  must have remained a vital organization, judging from
its ability to attract a new generation of teachers and scholars—the graduates of the s and ’s—and women in especial. Aletta Marty, a teacher
from Goderich, mentioned above as the ’s first female president,
would also become Toronto’s first woman school inspector and recipient
of an honorary doctorate from Queen’s for her role as founder of that
university’s Ban Righ Hall for women (O’Grady ). Her close friend
Margaret Addison, a teacher at several institutions including the Ontario
Ladies College at Whitby and Stratford Collegiate, would be appointed
the first women’s dean of residence at Victoria College. Gertrude Lawler,
who held an , was destined to became head of English at Harbord Collegiate. An editor of Shakespeare’s plays and a tireless (albeit somewhat
conservative) civic activist, she would receive an honorary doctorate from
Toronto in . Charlotte Ross, during these years a teacher first in Port
Hope and then at the Margaret Eaton School of Literature and Expression,
would lead the alumnae in overturning the university’s plans, in , to
segregate the women students into separate colleges. Janet Carnochan, a
principal of the Niagara Public School, was also an important chronicler
of the early history of the Niagara region. ese members and others
placed the  into a dense network of cultural organizations through
their own multiple memberships. A. W. Wright was the leading light of the
Galt Scientific, Historical, and Literary Society, for example, while Ross
was a founder of the University Women’s Club, and Carnochan belonged
to the Women’s Literary Club of St. Catharines and was a promoter of the
Chautauqua movement.
An overview of the  papers presented in the fifteen years after the
amalgamation ( to ) gives a sense of the  in the turn-ofthe-century years (although these figures should be read as inexact, since
some participants remain unidentified and the subjects of some papers
must be inferred). Sixteen papers of the total were given by women, and
another eight by (what appear to have been) invited speakers, mostly visiting academics, and men of letters. Of the remaining papers delivered by
regular members of the , thirty-nine were authored by university
professors or instructors (just over a third of the total, with less dominance
of the organization than one might have expected). Recurrent speakers
appear: Squair and J. H. Cameron tied at five papers apiece, with Alexander,
W. H. Fraser, VanderSmissen, and Saint-Elm de Champ (the university’s
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change affecting
the MLAO, and
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English, came
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“English and
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in the OEA.

French conversation instructor) close behind, each with four. ere are
similar recurrences among the high-school and collegiate contingent.
A. W. Wright, for example, presented four papers—some of which he
had rehearsed to his Galt society—and Andrew Stevenson three.²³
Although the distinctions are at best crude (and perhaps anachronistic
given the different disciplinary boundaries of the day), the subjects of the
papers can also be approximately divided. Roughly, forty-six of the papers
dealt with English language and literature, twenty-six with French, nineteen with German, and some eleven with French and German together
(discussions of examinations, for example), with the remainder being less
specifically focused. e preponderance of the “English” component is
apparent even with this approximate count. To cut the cake a different way,
there were nine papers on philological, etymological, or linguistic topics;
seventy “literary” papers (on authors, movements, forms, and genres),
forty-seven on pedagogic topics (including curricula and examinations),
and the remainder on subjects of general interest such as travel and art.
e fact that the “literary” papers compose almost half of the total shows
the degree to which the  was functioning as a “learned society” (to
use a term from our own time, although one now rapidly fading from view)
and also indicates its role in facilitating the rise of new critical studies. It
should be further marked that, while many papers dealt with even-then
canonical authors such as Shakespeare and Corneille, some twenty-six
papers in this period covered contemporary authors and movements,
almost all of which were presented in  or later. In addition to the
defenses of naturalism and of symbolism noted above, there were papers
on Hall Caine, John Davidson, John Richard Green, Hauptmann, Hervieu,
Ibsen, Meredith, Stephen Phillips, Pinero, Sudermann, and William Watson, among others.
e greatest change affecting the , and its members in English,
came with the establishment of a separate, and eventually competing,
“English and History” section in the . For reasons which are not
explained in its minutes, the  in  instructed a committee to consider the possibility of including English within the History section. e
“English and Historical” (soon “English and History”) section would meet
the next year, apparently impelled by the enthusiasm displayed by teachers
of English at a summer meeting. (One may speculate, from the developing dominance by “English” of the  program, that the instructors in
 On the programs of the Galt society, see Murray, Come, Bright Improvement
–.
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French and German may well have wished to reclaim their organization.
One may further speculate that this new combination continued to reflect
the interests of the University of Toronto, which since  had twinned
English and History in an honours degree prescription [Harris , ].)
For whatever reason, English papers and personnel gradually gravitated to
this new section. As the appended list of  papers will demonstrate,
after  (when a special focus on Canadian letters raised the number
of papers on “English” authors), there would be no more than two (and
often fewer) papers devoted to English language and literature on the
 roster, except for the  joint session of the  with English
and History. In the next five annual meetings, English topics were omitted altogether; the joint meeting of  appears to have stamped the
differentiation of the two sections. Other changes also mark the transition (and additionally mark a growing dominance of the literary scholars
in a section which initially was controlled by the historians). In  the
English and History section struck a Composition committee, in  it
entered into a further affiliation with the National Council of Teachers of
English (an organization based in the United States), and in  it was
reviewing the high-school English curriculum, having fully taken over
one of the ’s earliest functions. e year  is significant in other
ways. By this point, both W. J. Alexander and C. B. Sissons (from Victoria
College) were among the English and History members, and D. R. Keys
had traveled even further from the , to assume the presidency of
the new Reformed Spelling section. Such developments were reflected
elsewhere. e first meeting of what would later be called the Combined
Department of English convened at the university in the spring of ,
with W. J. Alexander in the chair (Harris ), marking the final differentiation of “English” both from the modern languages and from History
(Harris –). And by this point, a lively Toronto branch of the English
Association was drawing to its ranks a number of English professors as
well as students, teachers, and literati.²⁴
For reasons other than the withdrawal of the English component, the
year  makes a fitting termination for this examination, for there were
many alterations after the war. e First World War had occasioned important recalibrations in “foreign” language teaching (in German most notably,
but French as well), founding members of the organization had died and
their loss was keenly felt (W. H. Fraser and, untimely, Eliza Balmer), the
 Varsity reported on Professor Pelham Edgar addressing the English Associa-

tion as early as  and presented numerous reports of Association meetings
from  to .
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 last referred to itself, in its minutes, as an Association in , and
while its published minutes continued in  proceedings (and further
holograph records may have been kept even if they now are lost), the last
entry in the extant minute book is inscribed in . But the  did
continue its work. e Ontario Modern Language Teachers’ Association,
celebrating its centenary in , would title its published retrospective
A Century of Dialogue in a fittingly doubled reference to the association’s
promotion of French through conversational and “living language” instruction and to the ’s larger role in generating a public discourse about
the value of the modern languages.
e narrative given above is the story of one provincial organization
which never functioned nationally and, indeed, best represented the interests of south-central and south-western Ontario and the city of Toronto.
Undoubtedly, its influence was felt more broadly, in consequence of the
publication of scholarly and pedagogic papers, its constant pressure
on provincial educational policy, and the encouragement of textbooks
which achieved national circulation. But there were other schools, other
universities, other minds, and other methods, and this author would not
wish to risk the wrath of her non-Ontario compatriots by extrapolating
too broadly from this limited account. Some concluding remarks may be
hazarded, however.
Studying the early years of the Modern Language Association of
America, Wallace Douglas has observed how rapidly topics of classroom
methods and techniques (which had been part of the association’s original
raison d’être) dropped from the program and from the Proceedings. As
early as , Alexander R. Hohlfeld, a professor of German, had noted
that only one or two pedagogic articles saw print annually, after an initial
flurry, and that there were none to be found between  and  (cited
Wallace ). Hohlfeld was not alone of his day in viewing this development
with equanimity. Scholars were free to tackle the harder questions now
that the modern languages had achieved a firmer footing. (Douglas, with
hindsight, would see the case contrariwise, since such scholarship provided a justification for modern languages and assuaged anxieties that their
study fell short of the classical ideal.) Whatever the explanation, for the
 this was not the case, and it is worth speculating why. e reasons
lie in the particular facts of the ’s formation, its scope and scale, and
in the intellectual milieu in which it played a part.
e , to twenty-first century eyes, was a compact and homogeneous organization. Its own boundaries were those of the provincial
educational jurisdiction, which made effective lobbying a possibility. Its
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initial members had a common point of origin, while their sense of the
problematic of modern languages study was anchored in the context of the
University of Toronto. While this must have restricted their vision, it gave
them focus and allowed them to think of pedagogic issues as inherently
“academic.” ey operated in a world where the personnel and practices
of secondary and tertiary education were far more permeable than they
are today. Professors set examinations and authored teaching texts, and
highly-trained collegiate instructors, some with higher degrees of their
own, penned critical articles and kept a hand in the affairs of their home
institution.
e ratio of scholarly to pedagogic papers presented to the  did
shift in favour of the former over time, but only gradually, keeping in
creditable balance for more than twenty years, and one searches in vain
for a point of definitive disruption. (Some important scholars migrated
to the somewhat more scholarly English and History section, but others
remained. And while university instructors monopolized the  
conference program, for example, several of them chose teaching topics.)
is suggests that the distinction between “scholarship” and “pedagogy”
was not strong in the minds of  participants, nor was the one seen as
the clear province of university instructors and the other as the necessary
domain of high-school and collegiate teachers. Support for this supposition is provided by another rough survey. Between  and , there
were some eighteen distinctly “pedagogic” papers delivered by university
personnel and a surprising forty-nine addresses on critical, literary, and
philological topics given by high-school and collegiate teachers (most of
these clustered in the decade after , which in turn was followed by a
seemingly deliberate refocus onto pedagogic matters in ). us the
increasing percentage of “scholarly” papers reflects not a growing domination by the university contingent but the shifting intellectual currents of
the membership as a whole.
“Scholarship” and “pedagogy,” it may be suggested—if only speculatively—were allied through the overarching idealism of the  members and were yoked through the roomy oxymoron of a “natural method,”
whose promotion provided the ’s initial rationale. e success of the
, however qualified, may have lain in its ability to enlist a variety of
participants and adherents and thus to connect to, sometimes confront,
educational and governmental institutions at various points of engagement. at we no longer have disciplinary purposes and paradigms sufficiently generous to accommodate teachers and students at all educational
levels is to our own considerable loss.
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